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This was another excellent year for An Lanntair, one in which we consolidated much of the brilliant 

work we do in Education & Outreach (E&O), and one in which the programme was of a high quality 

in every aspect of the diverse output that An Lanntair has come to embody. 

 

An Lanntair’s chief purpose is to deliver a programme of arts and related education and outreach that 

meet the expectations of our audiences and community: everything else is secondary to that.  Everyone 

has a different experience of the rich experiences enacted in this auditorium, in the gallery and 

elsewhere, including out in community venues.   

 

Highlights of the year for me, and this is just my very subjective take on the year to the end of March, 

included the annual UHI student showcase in early May, the culmination of a week when music 

students from across Scotland converge on Stornoway to play and learn together. By way of contrast, 

the Anda Union concert at the end of May will live long in my memory – Mongolian throat-singing, 

wonderful instruments, amazing tunes.  August saw another wonderful Purvai festival, with an Indian 

banquet, and remarkable mesmerising music from Dalbir Singh Rattan and colleagues, bringing us Tabla 

and Santoor music and Kathak dancing – a great experience, supplemented by work with a great many 

school children. 

 

The Muir is Tir exhibition at the end of August, showcasing the work of six artists who benefited from 

residencies in the islands, was really interesting, challenging and provocative. Then we were into an 

autumn of unforgettable events.  Faclan, at the beginning of November, was a great mixture of writers 

and films and other activities. For me, Kathryn Mannix’s talk about her book, ‘With the End in Mind’ 

was eloquent and powerful.  Peter May drew a large audience of followers of his Lewis trilogy and 

other works. There was something for everyone. 

 

At the same time we were into the ‘Iolaire’ events - a really brilliant and sustained programme, which 

put huge pressure on all our staff, but to which they stepped up with their usual professionalism and 

sensitivity.  At the end of October we were treated to the première of ‘Sàl’, the collaboration between 

Iain Morrison and Dalziel & Scullion.  This was immensely powerful and so well-conceived and 

produced. It was followed two weeks later by the equally brilliant first performance of ‘An Treas 

Suaile’, ‘The third Wave’, by Julie Fowlis and Duncan Chisholm.  And then we had the hugely ambitious 

and emotionally-charged exhibition of Margaret Ferguson’s ‘Iolaire’ portraits and the sculpture and the 

development of the memorial at Holm. At the end of November, we were back celebrating the best 

of Scottish contemporary with Breabach. 

 

Our first Festival of dark skies in February was a brilliant concept and really successful, a reminder of 

the skills and resourcefulness of our staff, and of the fact that we have become very good at producing 

festivals. 

 

Our E&O team excelled itself in 2018/19, starting, with ESF funding, the Full Circle programme, 

developing the Artist support Programme with Sandra Kennedy, delivering Saturday Art clubs, Drama 

Club, Art Labs and a host of activity for children, and working to great effect with Grianan and 

Ardseileach in support of adults. The success of Cianalas, our dementia-related programme, continued, 

with a great range of activities. 

 

There’s so much more I could include, but these examples are a reminder of the reach and scope and 

ambition of An Lanntair.  I hope you also enjoyed the arts programme and that many of you have 

benefited from the E&O programme. 
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I’d like here to thank all the staff, whether they work for An Lanntair or for An Lanntair Trading Ltd, 

the subsidiary that delivers the food and drink and retail offer and shapes the overall experience of all 

our users and visitors. They work incredibly hard to make An Lanntair such a vital resource for the 

whole community, and are led by a committed team under Elly Fletcher’s overall charge. Our growing 

reputation is their achievement.  

 

The board members (directors) of An Lanntair are charged with ensuring that the CEO and staff are 

properly supported and guided in terms of strategic direction and in terms of our responsibility as 

company directors for good governance and financial security. We take those responsibilities very 

seriously, and we have worked hard to build trust and confidence with our major stakeholder, Creative 

Scotland. 

 

Fellow board members, of whom there were eight, continued to do sterling work to ensure that the 

governance of An Lanntair met the high standards required. I’m very grateful to them for the support 

they give to the staff of An Lanntair, for their commitment to contributing to board activity, including 

financial scrutiny through the Finance Committee, and for the skills and experience  they bring to the 

varied and complex business of An Lanntair. One of the board, Sam Deane, has decided to stand down 

at this AGM, so I’d like to take this opportunity to thank him for all his work in support of An Lanntair 

over the last five years, especially in the specialist advice and guidance he has brought to IT-related 

issues. 

 

David Green, Chairperson 


